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Crisp or keep a high pitch tone un-plug sound cord and plug it back. If buzzing remains possible causes may be grounding error or interference. Vacuum the speakers well or use condensed air to inflate debris from electronics. Electronics must always be stored in a clean environment in order to minimise



electronic contamination. Remove unused wireless adapters from another PS3 USB port(s). If necessary, connecting the wireless adapter to the PS3 USB port with a short extension can remove any interference with other wireless devices connected to the PS3 (optional cable separately). Sony describes
several if the bustle problem persists, the speakers may need to be replaced. Follow this step-by-step speaker replacement guide. The headset and gaming device are on, but the Bluetooth headset will not connect 1. Connect the headphone jack to the USB adapter and connect the USB adapter to the
PlayStation 2. Use a thin object to press the hidden usb adapter button [link to PlayStation instructions] The Playstation sends regular updates. Sometimes new compatibility issues are introduced with these updates, but usually an update is a good idea. Take a look at the latest PS3 updates. The headset
needs to reset to factory defaults. 1. Download the Pulse Elite Edition Manager app on your PS3, go to PlayStation Store&gt;Apps&gt;All PS3 Apps 2. Open the app (It is xross Media Bar 3 section game. Connect the headset to the PS3 with a USB cable 4. On the main menu of the program, press the
Select 5 button. Select Factory Default and press X to update the headset. When you start downloading, it may take about 2 minutes. = The common source of failures for the Nintendo Wii is the Bluetooth board. If it and the Wi-Fi module are not fully functional and properly attached to the motherboard,
the system will not start. If possible, try replacing the Bluetooth module with a known work module to determine if this is the cause. If the power and wireless boards are fine, then the problem is likely to be the motherboard. Follow [motherboard replacement guide]. For more information on why Bluetooth
connectivity problems occur, check this out! The headset is connected by an audio cable, not bluetooth. The sound cuts out or buzzes will turn on audio 1. Disconnect the audio cable and reconnect it to 2. Use a cotton swab dipped rubbing alcohol slightly to clean the socket Connect another sound cable
to the headphones to check if your original cord was faulty. The headset does not produce sound If the indicator light does not show any colors, it indicates that the headset is turned off. Make sure the power switch is in mode on. If the power switch is on but the indicator light is turned off, the battery of the
headset may be drained. If can't charge, read the next Headset won't charge the troubleshooting section. Check your device's system settings to make sure it's not muted make sure bluetooth is turned on and that your Bluetooth device is selected. If they are both powered but don't connect, read the
Bluetooth section above. Debris may interfere with the connection of the cable to the controller or headphone jack. See the broken audio jack section above. If the connection still doesn't work, check the cable on the other controls. If it works with other controls, your control must be set up or changed.
View sony PS3 DUALSHOCK3 controllers. The headset's USB cable is plugged in, but it's not charging Make sure that you charge the headset using a USB adapter on one of the Playstation front ports (do not use a wall socket). The headset is designed to charge the Playstation in a system that outputs
a voltage other ± than a wall socket. Check that the connecting pins inside the USB adapter are bending, debris or other damage. Try charging using another compatible USB adapter, if any. You may need to change the adapter. Make sure that the USB cable is charging or working on other devices. If it
fails, then you can solder on a new USB socket [link to fastening USB cable]. If you are not familiar with safe soldering methods, it is recommended to use / purchase another USB cable. If the charging problem persists, the battery may be dying or dead. Finally, all batteries fail, so compare battery
performance with Sony Pulse specifications to measure performance. Follow this battery replacement guide if the battery does not charge. Einige Word-Funktionen können Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen 1 2 3 4 5 6
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